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just like the big update that came to breath of the wild, it's amazing to see nintendo finally give the fans a new legend of zelda game. skyward sword hd looks incredible and i can't wait to play it on the nintendo switch. i
haven't played skyward sword in years, and i'm glad nintendo has brought it back with a physical release. you can also get a collection of the three classic zelda games on the switch for a reasonable price. you can also get
the physical skyward sword game on the nintendo switch, so i'm going to assume that the game is a must buy. i have a feeling that skyward sword hd is going to be the game that nintendo fans have been asking for for a
long time. it's nice to see that nintendo is listening to the fans, and it feels like they have given the legend of zelda series a new life. i can't wait to play this on my nintendo switch! it's been years since we've seen a new

game in the series and the zelda fans have been hoping that nintendo would bring back the series, and now we have skyward sword hd. it's going to be a big year for the legend of zelda, and i'm so excited to see where they
take it. the legend of zelda: skyward sword game on nintendo wii is a top selling classic in the series that has been downloaded more than 8.5 million times. with the nintendo switch version, players can swing link's sword
and shoot arrows with precision with button-only controls. use the joy-con controllers or the pro controller to shoot arrows and slash enemies with smooth swordplay controls. in this updated version of the legend of zelda:

skyward sword game, you can see the floating islands through the sky with the in-game map. for the first time, you can easily take the adventure on the go with the nintendo switch system.
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skyward sword's biggest strength is the story. the most significant problem of the original was that you only heard about the existence of the master sword through the cutscenes. this time around, you're given a number of
objects to play with and are given tips along the way to help you along your adventure. also, the characters are all voiced this time around, which really helps the story. link's emotional journey is heartwarming and

surprisingly deep, and you'll easily become attached to the characters as you help them overcome the odds. skyward sword does some really neat things with motion controls. you have full use of the sailcloth as a glider and
as a grappling hook, and you can use the glider to hover and glide in many ways (you can even swing on vines to swing from the sky). the ninja stars are one of the most fun gadgets in the game as well since you can easily

navigate around some of the environments. i also really enjoyed being able to throw the stars off of enemies to attack them. the game includes some optional puzzles that you can solve by clicking on a certain object or
area, and i found it very relaxing to sit down and figure out how to solve these puzzles instead of just going through a scripted sequence. i also really enjoyed the new light and dark gauge for energy, where you use it to
charge your shield and other things. the grappling hook and glider are perfect for traversing the world since you can climb things and swing off of walls to get around areas. skyward sword is a game that really shows the
potential of motion controls, but it's still not the perfect game for motion controls. many of the puzzles require you to find objects, and it's not easy to see what you're doing without the map since most of the time you're
fighting monsters or learning about the environment. some puzzles have you solving them by finding hidden objects, and while this was really fun, it would be so much easier if you just had a map. also, the game has a

tendency to become repetitive since you usually have to solve the same puzzles over and over again, and the game doesn't do much to keep things interesting. skyward sword is still a very fun game, but it's not as great as
breath of the wild, and it's not as good as link's awakening. i do recommend that you check out this game if you're looking for a good motion control experience, but you might want to wait for the next zelda game.
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